
texts, the same, by implication, might well 
be me of rhe skills of the philosopher in 
the consideration of literary texts. Laag does 
not make this reverse argument, but he does 
read literature philosophically. His criti- 
cism rewards the effort it takes to follow 
him chrough. The improbability of Lear's 
opening charade is the obvious enough point 
of departure for Lang's essay on that play. 
Lmr, says Lang, wishes, as a man qight, 
to demonstrate his control over his own 
death. He sees through Goneril and Regan 
well enough; he is stage-managing their 
protestations of love with the same arm- 
game with which he expects to retain power 
and prestige after giving it up. He sees him- 
self enacting a role, performing in another 
play that he has contrived. Cordelia's re- 
fusal to play her role is the beginning of 
the process of his enlightenment: Mortality 
is not, as is virtually everything else in his 
kingdom, subject to his pleasure. He must 
eventually find himself located within the 
fact of mortality rather than outside it. In 
the end his  dying "role" becomes a subjec- 
tive and fust-person consciousness of death's 
full impotence; the inability to retrieve life 
h m  it or maintain anything of life in it is 
unmistakable. 

Lang also has excellent chapters on Borges 
and on 1984. It is a valuable and interesting 
book. Most important, Lang is continuing 
the necessary process of opening up the 
disciplines to one another- process that 
has resulted in rich and exciting insights 
into the traditions we live by, the progress 
we hope for, and the conundrums that con- 
tinue to bedevil us. IFS3 

HISTORICAL CAPITALISM 
by lmmanuel Wallerstein 
(Verso Editions [distributed by Schocken 
Books]; I IO pp.; $6.50) 

Brian Thomas 

Here, in refreshingly few pages, is a SUC- 

cinct how-it-works of the modem world 
economy. Well, almost. Wallerstein's book 
is a condensed version of his multivolume 
The Modem World System, and though it 
is impressionistic, owing to its slendemess, 
it surpasses many longer works. His ac- 
count of the genesis of today's woes has at 
first a familiar leftist ring. He utters h n r  
mors about "individualizing the profit and 
socializing the risk" in mercantile ventures 
over the past two centuries; he discusses 
the contradictions that have emerged as elites 
have devoted themselves more strenuously 
to amassing money; and he inquires into 
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the muting of objections to the system. 
Readers are not spared the usual disdainful 
remarks about the ""modification of ev- 
e m g "  and the absurdity of capital ac- 
cumulation as an end in itself. (Although 
cover art rarely has much bearing on a book, 
the reproduction here of a sixteenth-century 
woodcut depicting big fish eating little fish, 
and men devouring all, deftly captures the 
tone of this portion of the essay.) 

In spite of these familiar echoes, Wal- 
lerstein differs from most leftists in h i s  sus- 
picion of progress. He considers it a dan- 
gerous shibboleth. Brand X-capitalism- 
draws most of his  m m ;  it deserves no praise 
as a spur to development because material 
gains have been deceptive. Progress and 
equalization have taken place only among 
the top 15 per cent of the population; Pan- 
glossian talk of the sweetening lot of man- 
kind ignores the abject misery of the re: 
mainder. The appeal of the march of money 
wilts under the force of that hoary and em- 
barrassing question, Who's getting it? 

Marxism, of c o m e ,  is also tainted by 
the evolutionary bug; and the confidence 
that many leftists have in an ever-increasing 
bounty alarms Wallerstein more than would 
a similar confidence among the members of 
the Chamber of Commerce. He points out 
that the future could be worse than the pres- 
ent, that we could end up writhing under 
yokes more obnoxious than those that bear 
down on us today. The future may hold a 
refined barbarism,=or a more efficient brand 
of exploitation. Here, as elsewhere, other 
critics of modem life-some radical, some 
nostalgic for simpler times-have spelled 
out Wallerstein's sketchy arguments in more 
detail. 

Not until Wallerstein begins exploring 
the connections between knowledge and 
power does interest quicken. He scrutinizes 
the links between racism and the professed 
universalism of the Enlightenment, the way 
meritocracy has cloaked oppression, the toll 
exacted by cultural domination. He sug- 
gests. for instance, that what racists have 
wanted is not to expel oppressed groups but 
to keep them inside the system, where they 
can serve as a source of inexpensive labor. 
Far from being an evil easy to eradicate, 
racism, he insists, is embedded in the growth 
of capital as a whole, both justifying ine- 
quality and bullying the downtrodden into 
accepting their serfdom. 

The most controversial part of Historical 
Capiralism concems "huth" as an ideology 
and the pose of science as a neutral culture. 
The great emphasis on the rationality of 
scientific activity, Wallerstein says, has 
masked an endless delirium of acquisitive- 
ness. To paraphrase: The shift away from 

the n m w  cultural base that religion once 
furnished, onto a scientific base that sup 
posedly allows one to escape the biases of 
individual cultures, has merely justified a 
pernicious kind of cultural imperialism- 
domination in the name of skepticism and 
intellectual liberation. 

Controversy will inevitably arise because 
of Wallerstein's habit of conflating critical 
inquiry-the proper pursuit of truth-with 
the mere pretension of objectivity. He takes 
a demonological view of so-called ration- 
ality's part in the suffering of the majority, 
chiding Marxists for clinging to the posi- 
tivistic dogmas of the nineteenth century. 
This is true as far as it goes. Yet Wallerstein 
never clarifies whether he thinks the culprit 
is "reason" or reason. a moral failure or a 
failure inherent in the very exercise of 
thinking about the human condition. 

In a field where no one Seems to write 
except to produce dull prose by the furlong, 
brevity stands out. Unfortunately, Waller- 
stein himself suffers from a mealymouthed 
style; his most vigorous points are blmred 
by qualifiers and second thoughts. The re- 
sult is at once wooden and garrulous-a 
danger common to transcribed lectures, as 
these essays are. One wishes an editor had 
persuaded Wallerstein to speak plainly and 
face the consequences of h i s  novelty. And 
no care has been taken to document asser- 
tions or supply a bibliography. 

GANDHI'S CHILDREN 
by Trevor Fishlock 
(Universe Books [New York]; 189 pp.; 
$16.50/ $8.95) 

W. Howard Wriggins 

Trevor Fishlock has sharp eyes, sensitive 
ears, a lively. humane wit, and a skillful 
pen. Like many other serious journalists 
posted to India, he copes with the contra- 
dictory, aspiring, and disheartening reali- 
ties of India by providing numberless vi- 
gnettes and pithy comments on what seems 
to him important. Fishlock brings us reli- 
gious ceremonies millennia old, the teem- 
ing excitement of major cities, the monot- 
ony and harshness of rural village life, the 
argumentative, remarkably vigorous criti- 
cism of India by Indians and their touchy 
sensitivity when non-Indians go half as far. 
He contrasts the tidy, productive, well-or- 
dered Punjab with the anarchic, corroded, 
corrupting life in Orissa or Bihar. In short. 
he gives his readers as rich and compact a 
tapestry as this reviewer has seen. Ameri- 
cans should become more knowledgeable 



about India, and this book is a good place 
to begin. 

Fishlock is right to emphasize that in In- 
dia we are watching “one of the world’s 
great dramas: an ancient, vast and crowded 
land committed to the most formidably 
challenging exercise in mass democracy.” 
Basic to that drama is the fact. alien to 
Americans, that the country lives in many 
centuries at once. Fishlock is less interested 
in those who are trying to launch India into 
the late twentieth century than in the lesser 
men and women who must put up with sharp 
contradictions in their lives without the 
comforts of wealth or the satisfaction of 
official or entrepreneurial responsibility. He 
describes with appreciation or wonder the 
young men and women marrying according 
to family choice and astrologer’s advice; 
the farm worker’s wife who for ten dollars 
had her tubes tied after the third child; the 
Sikh taxi drivers who, “like fighter pilots.” 
are always ready to scramble when the call 
comes; the “dacoit.” or bandit, whose sur- 
render to the police was ceremoniously hon- 
ored by the presence of the state’s chief 
minister himself; and the impossibly offi- 
cious passport official who quickly became 
human when he learned that Fishlock, pre- 
senting himself without having all his pa- 
pers in order, had to leave India suddenly 

to be with his ill father. Each of these vi- 
gnettes will be familiar to old India hands; 
here they are often introductions to short, 
entertaining, and sometimes penetrating es- 
says on India’s stresses, its strivings, or its 
backslidings. 

Over all of these fascinating people hangs 
the shadow of rapidly increasing numbers. 
Numbers are sinking Calcutta; thanks to the 
lure of opportunity and poor planning, 
“Bombay is congealing.” They may have 
gained on wheat but are losing the race in 
rice. “The true Indian motif,’’ Fishlock 
writes. “is the crowd, the ocean of 
faces.. .endlessly stirring, pushing, mov- 
ing.. . .It is in the human circulation that one 
senses India’s.. .variety, and hive-like 
busyness, ... its vitality and grandeur, its 
near-inertia, its remorseless glacial move- 
ment. ..as irrevocable as continental dsift.” 
Westerners have always been impressed by 
India’s masses. Fishlock fears that the great 
institutional structures inherited at indepen- 
dence-the courts. the school system and 
the universities, and the nicely balanced 
Indian version of Westminister democ- 
racy-will be overwhelmed by this human 
flood. 

His insightful comments on Hinduism, 
astrology, and dharma come early and pro- 
vide sources of nuance through the whole. 

Outside the small communities of caste, 
which give mutual support and define those 
one can count on, Fishlock believes. the 
Indian sees a world not to be trusted but to 
be legitimately exploited. He recalls the fa- 
miliar cruelties of untouchability and sees 
little energy remaining in Gandhi’s cam- 
paign against it, though the flow to the city 
and anonymity is helping. He sees few signs 
of Indian otherworldliness so often sought 
by certain Westerners. 

In Chapter 5 ,  “The Power in the Land,” 
Fishlock sketches the ups and downs of 
Mrs. Gandhi’s remarkable political career 
and concludes that she is better at winning 
elections, at staying on top and holding the 
remarkably variegated regions of India to- 
gether than at imparting a dynamism and 
sense of direction to her political entourage 
and the lethargic bureaucracy. With a few 
notable exceptions, she prefers loyal lieu- 
tenants to highly competent men who might 
conceivably pose a political challenge. Her 
real contribution has been “the idea of In- 
dia,” an India “united, with a sense of con- 
tinuity from an ancient past to present 
strength, a varied but single nation, justi- 
fiably proud.” Fishlock acknowledges that 
no ruler has her range of problems, because 
India, as diverse as all of Western Europe, 
is rather like a rhinoceros, nearly totally 

he chaotic, explosive nature of T The Middle East today can be understood 
by reading this superlative book, written by 
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the Islamic world. 
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mistant to change, a lumbering slow-mov- 
ing bcast whose “skin of indifference thick- 
e”’ as h e  idealism of the independence 
movement dissipates. Without more sus- 
tained drive from the top, he argues, con- 
structive change will not occur fast enough 
toLeepabead. 

Trevor Fishlock’s picture of India, un- 
fartunately, seriously downplays the “other 
India.” the modemizing, innovating India, 
whae “world class” men and women are 
being trained, where energetic, ambitious 
entrrpreneurs, engineers, and scientists cre- 
ak. experiment, andconstruct. Itsexistence 
is noted, but its energies are not evoked. 
Yet this is the India of the future, the India 
that seems likely to play a more conse- 
quential role in a wider world. It is hoped 
Fishlock’s publisher will urge him to write 
a second volume, this one on “that other 
India.” Americans need to know more about 
both. m 

INEVITABLE REVOLUTIONS: 
THE UNITED STATES IN CENTRAL 

by Walter bFe4er 
(Norton: 357 pp.; $18.95) 

THE GIANT’S RIVAL: 
THE USSR AND LATIN AMERICA 
by Cob Elask 
(University of Pittsburgh Press; xvi + 213 
pp. ; $14.95/$7.95) 

AMERICA 

Gary Prevost 

The Central American region is engulfed in 
revolution. and to Resident Reagan “the 
Soviet Union underlies all the unrest that 
is going on.” Walter LaFeber offers an al- 
temative explanation: the poverty and un- 
derdevelopment of a region long colonized 
by Spain and dominated in the twentieth 
century by the United States. His book is 
essential reading for anyone seeking to un- 
derstand the mots of current American pol- 
icy in Central America. Cole Blasier’s 
briefer volume provides a detailed analysis 
of the Soviet Union’s relations with the 
Western Hemisphere and renders highly 
questionable the president’s perception of 
current events. 

W e b e r  demonstrates persuasively that 
Central America has suffered more than it 
has benefited from its relationship to the 
North American giant. He considers Nic- 
aragua. El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, 
and Costa Rica and concludes that, despite 
periodic exceptions and Costa Rica’s record 
of political democracy, most nations of the 
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region have been ruled for most of their 
history by gene,& and oligarchs supported 
by the Government of the United States. 

LaFeber traces United States designs on 
Central America to the early 1800s. The 
Monroe Doctrine was the public amounce- 
ment of Thomas Jefferson’s private opinion 
that “America bas a hemisphere to itself.” 
Monroe’s secretary of state, John Quincy 
Adams, had no desire in I82 I to recognize 
the newly independent nations of Central 
America, arguing that they would be in- 
capable of establishing “free institutions of 
government.” For much of the nineteenth 
century British entrepreneurs and the Brit- 
ish fleet dominated Central America, and 
the claims of the Monroe Doctrine were 
mostly bravado. 

Though the U.S. could do.little in Central 
America in this era, one affair involving an 
American citizen set the tone for much of 
ourcountry’sdealings with theregion. With 
the 1850s came the “filibusters”-Amen- 
can adventurers who set sail for Central 
America from New Orleans, New York. 
and Baltimore in pursuit of private gain, 
theextensionof slave territory, or both. One 
of these was William Walker, who actually 
ruled Nicaragua between 1855 and 1857. 
Attempts by Central American leaders to 
irnseat him were unsuccessful because 
Walker had been accorded diplomatic rec- 
ognition by Washington. Ironically, Walker 
met his downfall when he tried to destroy 
the steamship line of Cornelius Vanderbilt. 
one of North America’s most powerful cap- 
italists. 

The twentieth century saw the emergence 
of U.S. political and economic power in 
Central America. British investments peaked 
around 1910, and the economic balance 
shifted gradually to the United States. When 
revolution broke out in Nicaragua in 1912, 
2.600 North American troops helped to put 
it down. The Cenbal AmericanCoUrt. which 
had been set up with U.S. help in 1907. 
condemned the intervention, but Washing- 
ton ignored the ruling and began an on-and- 
off occupation of Nicaragua that lasted for 
twenty years. 

The U.S. experience in Nicaragua in the 
first thirty years of this century is particu- 
larly important in understanding the current 
situation. There was. of course, an ever- 
growing trade relationship: By the 1930s 
half of Nicaragua’s exports and nearly 40 
per cent of its imports involved the United 
States. But the dependence had already gone 
beyond trade. The choice of Nicaragua’s 
political and military leaders now rested 
more with Washington than with Managua. 
First was the imposition of Dfaz in 1912 
and then, underthe watchfuleyeofthe U.S. 

Marines, the establishment of.the National 
Guard and the Somoza family dynasty in 
the ’30s. Given this history, it is not difficult 
to understand the depth of nationalist feel- 
ing in Nicaragua today. 

While the continuous U.S. military pres- 
ence in Nicaragua was not echoed in the 
other Central American countries during this 
period, the development of a significant 
economic dependence was. By 1929 the 
United States was by far the most important 
market for every state but El Salvador and 
Costa Rica. The U.S. became the leading 
supplier of goods to all of them, at least 
doubling its market in each between 1913 
and 1929. These small nations were de- 
pendent on one or two crops, which in turn 
were largely controlled by North American 
investors. In Guatemala, for example, North 
Americans (particularly the United Fruit 
Company) controlled all but a few miles of 
railroad and a fifteenth of the total land area. 
In Honduras, United Fruit and its subsidi- 
aries controlled the rail system, port facil- 
ities, and nearly all the banana and rubber- 
producing lands. In Nicaragua, United Fruit 
and Atlantic Fruit claimed 300,000 acres, 
and other North American interests owned 
the leading mines, railroads, and banks. 

LaFeber demonstrates that despite the 
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